Introduction
High voltage breakers occupy an important place in national grid security. Large amounts of work have been done in the field of high voltage breaker's on-line state monitoring and smart fault diagnosis [1] . The smart fault diagnosis contains three steps including the collection of information, the extraction of rules and the diagnosis of objects' state, of which the extraction of rules is the core of smart diagnosis [2] . The breaker's fault diagnosis is a typical artificial intelligent problem. Common artificial intelligent algorithms include expert system, neural network, data fusion, D-S evidence theory [3] and so on. Paper [4] applies fuzzy petri net in the electrical grid fault diagnosis which realizes a distinct and visual expression of diagnosis rules with uncertainty of grid taken into consideration. Paper [5] makes use of variable precision rough set decision tables to eliminate redundant information in breaker's on-line monitor data, laying a solid foundation for the extraction of diagnosis rules. Paper [6] combines rough set theory and petri net in the fault diagnosis of breakers, but the characteristics selected remain to be improved. On the basis of the work done, a fuzzy petri net model based on attribute importance is proposed in this paper. With the appliance of rough set theory, the decision tables can be discretized and reducted so that the redundant information can be eliminated. The combination of the two methods is quite complementary and improves the rapidity and precision of fault diagnosis efficiently.
Improved fuzzy petri net model
Fuzzy petri net model.Proposed by German mathematician A.C.Petri in 1962, Petri net is mathematical model using net figures which is currently widely used In a petri net model, the input and output are both called places. The rule of mapping from the input to the output is known as the changes. And places are connected with changes by directed arcs to transport knowledge to Petri net.
Petri net can be represented by a five-tuple array PN=<P,T,K,I,O>, where P={p 1 ,p 2 ,p 3 ,…,p n } is 5th International Conference on Computer Sciences and Automation Engineering (ICCSAE 2015) the finite set of places; T= {t 1 ,t 2 ,t 3 ,…,t m } is the finite set of changes; K={k 1 ,k 2 ,k 3 ,…,k n } is the finite set of token, representing the states of places; I is m*n order matrix, representing the set of all the directed arcs from places to changes. When it comes to case P→T, elements in I are 1, otherwise they become 0. O is m*n order output matrix, representing the set of all the directed arcs from changes to places. When it comes to case T→P, elements in O are 1, otherwise they become 0. Graphic of Petri net is a directed graph containing two types of nodes, where nodes of places are represented by hollow circles "O" and nodes of changes are represented by short long strings "" and reasoning relations are represented by directed arcs. A simple Petri net model is shown in Fig.1 . , , , ,
represents confidence of changes; the rest concepts remain the same and graphic of FPN is the same as the one of Petri net. The reasoning method utilized in this paper is based on AI MYCIN. Let 0  be the initial state. The forward reasoning can be conducted according to formula(2):
Calculationsymbols of which are shown as following: ⊕:A⊕B=C,A，B，C are all m*n order matrix, and C ij =max(A ij ,B ij ); : Repeat the steps of forward reasoning until , and it comes to the end of reasoning. Place with the highest existence probability can be found through the final result of .
FPN model based on rough set theory.The establishment of FPN is closely related with original information. If original information is too much, too large matrix and net size will be caused which reduces the speed and efficiency of reasoning, making FPN lose its original meaning. Therefore, rough set theory is utilized in this paper to pretreat characteristicquantities so as to improve the efficiency.
Rough set theory can divide uncertain objects without relying on propaedeutics. It can eliminate the redundant characteristic quantities and reveal underlying laws between objects. Decision table is one of the important concepts in rough set theory, which can organize chaotic information into clear and orderly knowledge structure.
Definition 1: decision table K , , , is a set of ordered quadruples containing all knowledge and decision arribute. Each relationship in the decision table is also called the law. In the formal formula, W={x 1 ,…,x n } is the set of all the object x; A C⋃D is the set of attributes, which is the description and the representation of objects; C F , F , ⋯ , F is condition attribute,
is the ensemble of the range, where V is the range, value of attribute; relationship ρ：U A → V is an information function indicating the corresponding object attribute values.
It's worthy to note that the simple decision table is for discrete information and data; however, during intelligent fault diagnosis of breakers, the collected characteristic contains both discrete and continuous data. It is the most important issue of applying the simple decision table to fault diagnosis of breakers that how to reasonably discrete the continuous data. Similar to the process of simple decision table, different breakpoints are of different importance to one attribute. Deleting some of the breakpoints has no effect on this attribute.
Steps of discrete algorithm based on importance of attribute are as following:
Step Step1: Calculate and sorting relative importance of all the condition attributes;
Step 2: Discrete continuous condition attributes on the basis of attribute importance in ascending order; Step 3: Obtain the minimum attribute set according to the constant classification quality law; Step 4: Obtain simple decision table by simplifying each law according to the minimum attribute set.
To further illustrate the reliability of the method, data set Iris and Glass are processed by using it. Result obtained is shown It can be observed that decision table simplification based on attribute importance can compress the space occupied by a large number of knowledge well and eliminate the redundant condition attributes. It can also discrete continuous data while remaining the same resolution of decision table. When this method is applied to fault diagnosis of circuit breakers, it can extract effective fault diagnosis laws to make a good foundation of making rapid and accurate judgments for fault diagnosis.
Fault diagnosis of high voltage circuit breakers based on improved FPN model
Selecting characteristic quantities of fault diagnosis of HVCBs.Opening and closing coil current signal has obvious characteristics and is easy to extract. It contains a lot of information during operation process, reflecting many types of fault of breakers' control circuit. Therefore, opening and closing coil current signal can be extracted as characteristic value. Typical current wave is shown in Figure 2 . It can be divided into 5 stages according to current amplitude: Stage 2: t 1~t2 , at time t 1 , the core begins to move and to touch the actuator buckle. The core's motion slows down or stops when closing current declines slowly until time t 2 ;
Stage 3: t 2~t3 , at time t 2 , closing current increases exponentially again and reaches the peak because the core stops moving due to the block of actuator buckle; Stage 4: t 3~t4 , a continuation of last stage, current becomes steady; Stage 5: t 4~t5 , at time t 4 , the buckle of the actuator closes, the core moves again and the breaker successfully closes. Electric arc is generated between the auxiliary switch contacts, causing the voltage to increase, due to which the current increases rapidly and becomes 0 at time t 5 .
According to the analysis above, condition attribute set of decision table is established by choosing breaker closing coil current valueI 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 and time parameters t 1 ,t 2 ,t 3 ,t 4 ,t 5 as characteristic value for rough set in this paper. When the coil current is abnormal, there may be fault such as initial points off core jam, actuator jam, too large core closing idle stroke,too low operating voltage, as decision attribute d 1 , d2,d3,d4 respectively.
Process of fault diagnosis of HVCBs.The establishment of fault diagnosis model of breakers faces problems of both plenty of fault characteristic value and fault types, which is of much uncertainty and complexity. The application of FPN model can reflect the state of objects and events accurately as well as speed up fault diagnosis.
But the complexity of FPN will increase with the amount of information. So it is necessary to use effective intelligence algorithm to simplify diagnosis laws and to lower the dimension of FPN. In this paper, decision table simplification method is introduced on the basis of FPN model. Based on the basic concept of rough set, this method simplifies attributes and compress information to extract effective laws of fault diagnosis under the premise of remaining the indiscernibility relation of the decision table. It greatly simplifies fault diagnosis model and lays a good foundation for the application of FPN method. Aflowchart of breaker fault diagnosis using FPN model on the basis of rough set theory is shown in Figure 3 . 
Example of fault diagnosis of HVCBs
Take a prototype of ZF40-126SF 6 breaker as an example. The diagnosis laws and net model are established by actually collected fault samples to develop online monitoring and intelligent fault diagnosis system of breaker. After establishing condition attribute set C={I 1 is obtainedas the result. The probability of the core jam is 0.4165, which is far higher than other types of faults. It is consistent with the experimental conditions. And it can be concluded that the fault diagnosis method is accurate and feasible. 
Conclusions
The concept of rough set theory has been applied to improve fuzzy petri net models so that redundant characteristics are eliminated and information space is compressed efficiently. Consequently, dimension of FPN reasoning matrix is decreased and the speedof reasoning is accelerated. The key timing point and value of breaker's switching coil current have been selected as characteristics, which is not only convenient to on-line monitoring but also reflects the acting situation of the entire switching process. The application of improved FPN model established during high voltage breaker's fault diagnosis can realize visual and rapid fault diagnosis and improve high voltage breaker's maintenanceefficiency. Experiments have proved the validity and accuracy of improved FPN models.
